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Letter From the Editor...
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Drastic Measures Forced To Take Drastic Measures To Boost Attendance. 

New Study Suggests Howe-Rounds Lacks Substance 

Trump Supporter Not Sure Why Dorm Room Pelted With Eggs, Says He Will 'Chalk 
This One Up To The Blacks' 

The Odyssey Online Successfully Predicts Election Results

Top Stories Of The Week

Listen Up, 

I know. It's not good. It's not what we expected, it's not fair, and it’s not even imaginable. But we have to  
deal with it.  

Go to protests, call your congresspeople, donate to Planned Parenthood. Do something to fight back, if that's 
what you want to do. I know it seems grim right now. After all that we've seen, after all the millions of times 
(we did the math) that a pundit has said "he's not gonna win," it seems like anything is feasible at this point. 
It's totally possible at this juncture that Trump declares war on Mexico because Peña shit talks him in a tweet. 

That's our president. And don't say he isn't because he is. He's a misogynistic, jingoistic, fascist, baby- 
handed circus clown. And when you say he isn't our president, you give him more free reign to do what  
he wants. He is a freak, a loon, a force for quantifiable evil, but he is also at our service. He works for us. 
He is our president, and we have to hold him to the standards of the office. Our taxes pay his salary,  
even if he doesn’t pay taxes at all.  

Love one another, protect each other, be kind in every way possible. Perhaps the silver lining to all this is that 
we all become a little bit more involved in politics.  

In the meantime, though, the least you can do is read the latest edition of Skidmo’ Daily. If not as an inspira-
tion for a call to action, then maybe as a distraction.  

Best Wishes, 
George Lubitz 
Editor-in-Chief 



“These BlackLivesMatter People Are 
Just Preaching To The Choir," Says Stu-
dent Who Is Certainly Not Part Of Choir 
 by George Lubitz
In a tumultuous era of social unrest and disenfranchised 
Americans calling for racial justice, Skidmore College 
seems to be an anomalous case of free thinking and pro-
gressive belief. This is so much the case, according to many 
students, that they believe movements like BlackLivesMat-
ter is “preaching to the choir,” notwithstanding that many 
members of the student body do not belong to said “choir,” 
nor have they ever sung the praises of similar modes of 
thinking.   
Student Marcus Smith, who has never demonstrated any 
laurel that even remotely aligns with the messages of the 
BlackLivesMatter movement, maintained that the protests 
and signage on campus are all for naught, considering how 
everyone already agrees with them. 
Citing the fact that most—if not all—of Skidmore holds a 
consensus when it comes to racial politics and the injustice 
the people of color face on a day to day basis, likeminded 
peers of Marcus feel that arbiters of social change are sim-
ply speaking to the already converted, absent of the reality 
that Marcus and his unconverted friends don’t have a for-
ward –thinking bone in their body.  
When passing by one of the abundant #BlackLivesMatter 
signs among campus, Marcus could be seen gesturing to a 
friend and scoffing, "We get it already!," despite the fact that 
Marcus is still woefully unaware of the oppression of black 
bodies by law enforcement in the United States. On anoth-
er occasion, one of Marcus’ compatriots was seen standing 
idly and shaking his head at demonstrators disparagingly, 
with little to say in the way of support or agreement. He did 
manage to say the following: “Ugh…enough already. We’re 
already on board,” never mind the simple fact that he was 
not participating in the demonstration and had only words 
of discouragement to offer.    
Though Marcus has never once had anything supportive 
or constructive to say about BLM or its goals, Marcus still 
maintains that the local representation of the movement 
can pack up already, since everyone at Skidmore is already 
on board. 
When pressed for comment about counter-movements 
like BlueLivesMatter or AllLivesMatter, Marcus had this to 
say: "Well, I'm not saying I support any of that, but I 
think it's only fair they get their voices heard."

Actual Alien Outraged After Not Getting 
Laid at Spectrum 
by Lizette Roman-Johnston

This past weekend, students of all class years and sexu-
alities packed into Falstaff’s for Spectrum, the first of two 
annual events hosted by Pride at Skidmore. Given a theme 
for each dance, students find a way to follow the dress 
code while showing off their best assets in hopes of getting 
some action. This year’s theme was space. Many students 
had trouble figuring out what clothing would make them 
look like a slutty space creature, while others gave up and 
just wore lingerie with glitter splashed across their chest. 
“Yeah, aliens aren’t really sexy,” says Kristina, a sophomore 
who reportedly wore a lace thong and tape over her nip-
ples. This statement was offensive to others, specifically 
actual alien Zeebtron Smith, a transfer student. 
The following interview was translated from the native lan-
guage of Planet Pheeznop:
“I didn’t transfer here for the party scene. We all know it’s 
shit,” Zeebtron says, wearing a Skidmore crewneck over 
his slimy, green skin. “But then I heard Spectrum was 
space themed, and I thought, hey, maybe this is my chance 
to have fun and fit in.” Upon the alien student’s arrival at 
Falstaff’s, other students reportedly spared him no glance. 
“They were all grinding and making out on the dance floor 
and at the bar and on the couches. At first, I thought it was 
disgusting, but then I had a thought. Could tonight be the 
night I actually get some action?” Zeebtron thought being 
an actual alien at a space-themed event would give him a 
leg up on the competition. By the end of the night, however, 
he would gain no support for this hypothesis.
“I totally don’t discriminate based on planet of origin,” says 
Jared, a bisexual freshman. “Zeeb’s just not that hot.” 
Angela, a junior, says “Yeah, I’ve been with way cuter aliens 
than Zeebtron Smith.”
Regardless of the reason, Zeebtron was outraged that he 
did not get laid at Spectrum. “It’s bogus, man,” the alien 
says, stomping his tentacle on the ground in disdain. “I’m 
sick of feeling like an outsider here. People from my home 
planet think I’m a cool guy. Am I not sexy on earth? Honest-
ly, I don’t even wanna talk about it anymore.”
We tried to ask Zeebtron further questions, but he refused 
to answer, claiming he “just needs some space.”
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What the hell Cynthia, I think her 
name is Cynthia. We keep waving to 
each other after I talked to her friend 
at a pre-game but we have never ac-
tually spoken. Is this what you think 
friendship is? Just a simple “sup” and 
a 45-degree tilt of the scalp? Oh fuck 
I can see her now at the opposite end 
of the case walk way headed my di-

This Person and I Keep 
Waving to Each Other but 
We Never Talk
An Op-ed by Chris Isaacson

rection (I write these articles through 
text to speech on my phone while I 
walk places). Look at her sly fucking 
face just expecting me to wave at her 
well guess what shit sack I’m not go-
ing budge this time. Oh man we’re 
getting closer. She’s looking at me. Oh 
man she’s smiling at me. You know 
Cynthia’s kind of cute now that I think 
about it. The suns hitting her from a 
perfect angle while she smiles and 
tucks her hair behind her ear. I was 
in such a bad mood when I woke up 
and couldn’t decide which pants to 
wear with my shirt today and I think 

it’s been affecting attitude. Maybe we 
could be good friends after all I mean 
she wears band t-shirts and heck I 
love music so we already have a lot 
in common. Oh my god she’s opening 
her mouth, she’s going to talk to me! 
Ask me about bands Cynthia, I love 
bands just as much as you do! 
“You’re not wearing pants.”
Oh.
I guess I forgot to wear pants today. 
Anyways like I was saying fuck Cyn-
thia, she one hundred percent eats 
ass for a living and she’s only talking 
to me because she gets off on getting 
attention from others.
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Skidmo’ Horoscope 
Aquarius:
“As a person who embodies affection and tender-
ness, Aries, you may feel especially resentful about 
today's mood. It will be difficult to charm a smile 
out of anyone or achieve any semblance of har-
mony. Moreover, the friction won't spare siblings 
- even close friends may quarrel. Prepare to duck 
and cover, because clashes are likely to occur all 
around you.” – horoscope.com

Pices:
“A longing for comfort and the small, simple plea-
sures in life is likely to cripple your initiative today, 
Taurus. Have you decided to withdraw from the 
career whirl for the time being? Or perhaps you're 
just discouraged by the lack of enthusiasm in your 
colleagues. In any case, this would be a good day 
to stay home and rest, Taurus.” – horoscope.com

Aries: 
“For the past several days, Gemini, you've been 
fairly lucky in financial and material terms. But the 
day ahead will be an exception. If you're planning 
to make an investment, sign a contract, or pur-
chase a major item, postpone it until another day. 
You may as well resign yourself to this fate and be 
grateful that you were spared the chance to make 
a mistake!” – horoscope.com

Taurus:
“The way you act when you first meet people is 
typical of Cancer. What is it that you do? You try to 
teach them something. It seems that you always 
have a lesson to impart, making you prone to giv-
ing advice when it isn't always wanted. Make an 
effort to accept the points of view of others for a 
change.” – horoscope.com

Gemini:
“Your philosophy of life comes naturally, Leo. Others 
need to study, listen to experts, or sign on to var-
ious allegiances. You, on the other hand, already 
have a profound outlook on life that you surely 
inherited from your past experiences. It would be 
interesting for you to expand on your philosophy 
a bit and try to turn it into something concrete.” – 
horoscope.com 

Cancer:
“It isn't because your new projects demand such 
precision that they're causing you problems, Virgo. 
You tend to think details keep you from having a 
global vision, but that simply isn't true. There's no 
conflict between the long-term view and short-

term needs. You just think that the latter gets in 
the way of the former. Try thinking of the details 
that you find annoying as steppingstones to your 
larger vision.” – horoscope.com

Leo:
“Yes, Libra, this is a good moment to abandon 
old beliefs and moral values. Your view of life has 
changed and, above all, you're more aware of how 
your outdated, preconceived ideas sometimes 
poison your life. The past no longer concerns you. 
It's time for you to make a clean break from the 
beliefs that are holding you back. You might shock 
your family, but they'll get over it.” – horoscope.com 

Virgo:
“If you aren't careful to keep your eyes straight 
ahead and focused on the future, the past is likely 
to catch up to you, Scorpio. Don't look back, even 
if you don't see anything in front of you. You must 
continue to move forward. It's true that this is eas-
ier said than done. Nevertheless, you feel inspired 
to give it a try.” – horoscope.com

Libra:
“This would be the moment to say yes to your des-
tiny, Sagittarius. You're a little frustrated because 
things haven't been moving forward the way you'd 
like. But now that opportunities are coming your 
way, you find you're holding things up. You're just 
afraid, that's all. But rather than let your fear over-
take you, turn its energy to your advantage.” – 
horoscope.com! 

Scorpio:
“Don't expect to meet the partner of your dreams 
today, Capricorn. Rather, your romantic hopes are 
likely to meet with frustration. It would be better to 
devote your energies to something more realistic, 
such as your financial situation. It probably does 
need some attention, wouldn't you agree? If you 
redirect your energy, the rewards are more likely to 
be forthcoming.” – horoscope.com

Sagittarius:
Stop being lazy

Capricorn:
“You will have to expect a few disturbances in the 
harmony that has reigned over the past few days, 
Pisces. For example, your needs may not match 
those of your mate or close friends, or you may feel 
restless. Minor worries about the future may in-
trude on people's good moods. In short, this won't 
be a good day to look to emotional harmony as a 
source of satisfaction.” – horoscope.com
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Personal Ad: Misunder-
stood Girl Seeks Guy Who 
Probably Doesn’t Exist
byLizette Roman-Johnston

I’m looking for a guy who probably 
doesn’t exist. My friends tell me I’m 
unbelievably picky and that I watch 
too many John Hughes movies, but 
we all deserve love, right? Anyway, 
I’m looking for a guy with a rad taste 
in music. Here’s the catch: I don’t 
mean songs that are on the radio. It 
might sound crazy, but I want some-
one to make me playlists featuring 
Mac Demarco and The Front Bottoms 
- I know no one has probably heard
of these artists, but I just have to see
for myself if anyone else on this cam-
pus likes Indie music. I also want a
guy with a particular style. This may
sound out there, but I find flannels
really sexy. And I’m not a klepto or
anything, but I would really like to
steal some and wear them myself. I
know it’s weird, but I just have to see
if anyone here would let me do that.
Believe it or not, you don’t have to
play a sport to peak my interest. This
is an unpopular opinion, but I find or-
ganized sports a little fascist anyway.
Finally, I would like to find someone
who smokes - marijuana or cigarettes. 
I know both are extremely danger-
ous, but I would appreciate it if no
one wrote to me preaching about lung 
cancer and brain damage. I’m just a
girl with pastel pink hair looking for
somebody to love. Call me old fash-
ioned, but I just want to drink tea and
take polaroids with a guy on a chilly
day. Please let me know if you fit any
of these descriptions. Maybe we could 
go on a walk in northwoods sometime. 
Message me on Kik; my username is
SmellsLikeTeenAngst96.

Breakthrough Psychiatrist Makes Patients Feel Like 
They’re The Only Ones In The Room
by Max LoSardo

SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY -- Yelp reviews have shown that patients of local psy-
chiatrist Dr. Michael Pederson of Pedersen Counselling™ feel extremely satis-
fied with their counseling, with numerous reviewers writing in some form or 
another that “Dr. Pederson really makes you feel like you’re the only one in the 
room.”  Patients such as John* report that they “don’t know what it is, but there 
is an intimacy that is felt while in counseling” that he “can’t quite put his fin-
ger on.”  Dr. Pederson has been offering one-on-one counseling for 13 years after 
graduating from The State University of New York at Oswego and has reported 
success with his clients.  However, Dr. Pederson’s couples therapy has received 
less than stellar reviews; as seen in Joe* and Maggie’s* claims that “Dr. Pederson 
unfortunately made us feel like we’re the only ones in the room.”  

*Names have been changed for privacy

Hot off the heels of Hillary Clinton’s historic presidential campaign, one in-
spired Skidmore student used her creative thought to finally smash the patri-
archy.  While everyone else was wallowing in their sorrows over Trump’s win, 
sophomore Laura Henderson was getting to work.  In our exclusive interview 
Laura tells us, “Ya, I mean I don’t know what’s been taking so long.  The patriar-
chy wasn’t all that hard to smash.  I mean, it broke pretty easily and shattered 
into, like, a million pieces.  The key was using a whiffle-ball bat; I don’t think 
anyone’s thought of that before, but I think it was just the right amount of force 
to really break the thing”.  Laura went on to explain that after watching the pa-
triarchy explode into millions of tiny pieces, she suddenly got the urge to clean 
up the mess.  Talking to Laura, her Swiffer Duster in hand, she said, “Seeing the 
patriarchy break like that truly was something, but damn, what a mess it made.  
I can’t help but get out my cleaning supplies and sweep this up.  I know exactly 
the right combination of Swiffer products, Lemon Pledge, and Clorox bleach to 
use, almost as if this sort of task was meant for me.  I honestly think cleaning is 
my true calling, so I’m just glad the patriarchy is finally broken to allow me to 
do this as my life’s work.”  Laura concluded our interview with some advice for 
her fellow women out there who are currently trying to break the glass ceiling at 
work.  If they don’t want too many pieces to clean up, Laura says they should 
only lightly press on the glass ceiling, rather than totally destroy it.  Accord-
ing to Laura, the protocol for this involves being a strong and independent 
leader, while still allowing for the occasional “make me a sandwich” joke from 
co-worker Rick and only showing approximately 2.5 emotions a day as op-
posed to the usual 27.  Our analysts tell us if feminists adopt Laura’s platform 
they could have the glass ceiling mildly impaired by 2017.

Local Woman Smashes Patriarchy, Still 
Feels Need to Clean Up the Pieces
by Hannah Kotler

How to Get Taken Off WSPN’s Email List
by Doug Patrick

1. Receive an email from someone asking
for a sub.
2. Think: “Hey, I don’t really do WSPN anymore;
kinda weird I still get these emails, huh?”
3. Receive another email, this time from a differ-
ent person, asking if they could please take them
off their mailing list.
4. Think: “Not a bad idea.”

5. Receive another email, this time from Alex
Spinelli (from Recess with Spinelli), with some sort 
of meme that perfectly represents how much he 
hates it when people reply all.
6. Receive another email, this time from the pres-
ident of WSPN, saying that they will not take you
off the mailing list if you click reply all.
7. Click reply all and ask to be taken off the
email list.
8. Enjoy your freedom. You’re off the list. Congrats!
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FOOD AND DRINK 
by Sarah Colby

Local Nosh 
Stewarts.  
521 Broadway. (518) 584-5380. 

On a recent stroll down mainstreet Broadway on a blus-
tering fall evening, Skidmore students and townies alike 
clutched cups of warm hot cocoa and perused the store-
fronts like the aisles of an IKEA. Indeed, a fall morning in 
Saratoga Springs is rife with activity and chatter. Standing 
modestly away from the hustle and bustle of artisan mar-
kets and local craft stores, Stewarts is a quiet mom-and-
pop shop, minus the mom and pop. And it’s already becom-
ing a local staple. 
While not a place one would think to find dinner and a 
show on first inspection, the joint finds an interesting way 
of installing a unique, albeit on-the-nose, performance 
aspect for dinners. On my particular outing, perform-
ers dressed down with stained trench coats and sardonic 
“MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN” caps yelled at the serv-
ers for “a pack of smokes” and Powerball tickets. It was 
such a brusque and raw depiction of the human condition, 
I wasn’t sure—at many turns—whether or not it was actu-
ally a performance at all. The moment when the server de-
manded that a visibly drunken character leave before she 
called the cops was as startling as it was purely entertain-
ing. 
The food itself will arrest your senses just as dramatical-
ly. Slices of cheese, mushroom, and mystery meat pizza 
whirl around steam-punk-themed carousels emitting 
puffs of steam and perspiration. German sausages dance 
around like synchronized swimmers on a rolling griddle. 
Tongue-in-cheek vats of chili simmer slowly for a taste you 
won’t find at any other place. For a perfect pairing, try the 
Stewarts Brand Chocolate Milk. Nodes of cocoa, sugar, and 
dairy mingle with one another to create a beverage that 
simply cannot be explained by words on a page. It kind of 
tastes like regular milk…but there’s something different. 

(Entrées $26-39)

Pub Crawl 
Sunuco Gas Station.  
144 S Broadway.  (518) 584-5363 

Nestled behind a cramped space housing racks of chips 
and cash registers where manager Ravi Shalom typically 
sits, is a plain metal door one wouldn’t immediately think 
much of. With the pull of a handle the door swings open to 
reveal Saratoga’s most regal speakeasy since those of Pro-
hibition era. 
With drinks like Falstaff’s Sack (A shot of sloe gin with a 
dash of Spanish vermouth and sage syrup) and a Shirley 
Templar (the classic mocktail, spiked with vodka), you’d 
probably sooner believe that you were drugged unsuspect-
ingly while pumping gas before giving credence to this mag-
ical hidden world of fine cocktails and lively conversation. 
But it is real, it’s all real. According to manager Shalom, 
“please get out. That is employee bathroom. Do you need 
me to call police?,” and he couldn’t be more surprised with 
the results. After saving up after years of working retail, 
his dream of owning a tiny bar hidden under the unkempt 
floors of a gas station seems to finally have come true. Be 
sure to tip well—you won’t find drinks this alcoholic (98% 
Ethanol) for these prices anywhere else.

(Drinks $12-16)

Sabrina Cordoba was sweating vigorously while taking 
her chapter three comprehension exam for her Spanish 
216 class. This was her biggest test of the semester, and she 
needed a 92 in order to keep her on track to get an A in the 
class. She had excelled through most of the class so far by 
cheating the normal ways. She was a master at peeping at 
other people’s papers, secretly using Google translate on 
her apple watch, and communicating through Morse code 
by tapping her pencil on her desk with her friend on the 
other side of the room. Alas, none of these options were 
possibilities as Sabrina had been placed next to a kid she 
knew didn’t know the answers, she had left her apple 
watch charging next to her bed, and her friend was out 
sick. She felt her mouth dry and her hands clam up as she 
panicked, searching around the room for an answer to the 
question on the page that stared back at her. The question 

Spanish Student Cheats on Test by Reading Her Clothes Tags
Gill Hurtig

read, “Please name in Spanish all of the days of the week.”  
Finally, she had an idea. 

Quietly, so the teacher wouldn’t notice, Sabrina began to 
take off her clothes. She took off her shirt, and looked at 
the tag, which in Spanish, read “100% algodon pre-encogi-
to. Hecho en Honduras.” This was perfect, Sabrina thought. 
For the first of the seven blank lines, she wrote “algodon.” 
This of course means “cotton” and not “Monday” but Sabri-
na was confident. She forged on, taking off her pants, and 
then her shoes, followed by her bra and her underwear. 
Thrilled, Sabrina wrote each material down on the corre-
sponding line. She looked up, proud of herself, and noticed 
that everyone in the class was staring at her naked body. 
Quickly panicking, Sabrina thought, “I’ve been caught 
cheating!” But much to her surprise, her professor Ms. 
Lorenas exclaimed, “Extra credit for everyone!” and every-
body cheered.
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Washington D.C. - With the votes counted, and the elec-
toral college having chosen a winner, Donald Trump's tran-
sition team has begun to prepare the transfer of President 
Elect* Trump's twitter account from @RealDonaldTrump 
to @Potus. While the transition does not officially  take 
place until Noon on January 20, 2017, those upon Team 
Trump have begun the important work of inviting his fol-
lowers to like the @Potus account, as well as strategizing 
how to tweet that Rosie O'Donnell is fat in the presidential 
voice.

“This is probably our most important task,” said head of 
Trump's transition team Governor** Chris Christie. Oth-
er sources within the Trump campaign shared this view, 
highlighting the importance of a smooth and orderly tran-
sition to the presidential twitter handle.

“We are gonna stay on message, we are gonna stay cool, and 
we are going to show everyone we can pull this off. At 12:01 
pm ET on inauguration day we are all set to have the @Po-
tus account tweet 'Ruth Bader Ginsberg didn't come to my 
inauguration...she is probably too old and sick. Probably 
gonna have to replace her soon. Sad!' The American peo-
ple are going to see a smooth transition,” declared Kellyane 
Conway.

However, a smooth transition into the presidential twitter 
account is not the only priority of team Trump. They are 
also working tirelessly to design a new interior decorating 
scheme for the White House, as well as promoting Melania 
Trump's anti-bullying initiative. 

*No I can't believe I'm fucking saying that either. However 
this is a newspaper and we have some class. That said, fuck 
president-elect Trump.

Team Trump Preparing for Transition
by Jack Rosen, Editor-in-Chief-in-Exile

With Trump’s victory in the 2016 election, many peo-
ple are concerned about the stability of the United States’ 
economy.  However, while there may be some minor issues 
anticipated by some economists and the Liberal Media, 
there is one important industry that is showing signs of a 
promising future.  

Across the country, satirical news companies are projected 
to gain popularity rapidly as our country prepares to wel-
come Trump to the White House, even though he appar-
ently doesn’t want to live there.  

ClickHole, The Onion, and others are already hiring more 
journalists in anticipation of heightened demand in 2017.  

“As the line between what should only ever be a joke and 
our reality continues to blur, it’s up to the satirical newspa-
per industry to give the people the news that we hope is just 
a joke, even though at this rate it could just end up being 
news,” said Onion CEO Michael McAvoy. 

Like baseball and slactivism, the satirical newspaper in-
dustry has always been near and dear to the heart and soul 
of American culture, with 3% of the population claiming 
that they think they know what satire is, and a whopping 
80% of Americans saying that they have bought Onions reg-
ularly in the past.

While the satirical news giants like the Onion will benefit 
most from the growth, the increase in popularity is bring-
ing much deserved exposure to smaller startups around the 
country, like the Skidmo’ Daily, which meets every Monday 
night at 8pm in Ladd 207.   The Skidmo’ Daily has been 
bravely fighting the good fight against Skidmore-Fucking-
We’re-Too-Cool-For-Print-News, a drab news organization 
that nobody cares about since they decided to stop print-
ing, and that nobody particularly cared about before they 
made that decision.  “I’m mostly white,” Editor-in-Chief 
George Lubitz said in an interview earlier today.  “Also, I 
speak German.  How cool is that?”

When I definitely actually asked George about his views for 
the future and then didn’t just make up his response on my 
own, he replied, “The American populace should expect 
Skidmo’ to start mass distributing papers soon enough, 
like maybe this weekend, or my name isn’t George Lubitz.”

Rapid Growth of Satirical Newspaper 
Industry Projected in Wake of Election
by Nick Papazian

DONALD TRUMP, OUR PRESIDENT ELECT
From Trump University to the  
Electoral College

Washington D.C. - Donald Trump 
has taken his preparations for the 
presidency into full swing, insiders 
report, as he has acquired a pock-
et copy of the constitution. Insiders 
close to the president-elect report 
that this is part of a furious 2 month 
effort to find out exactly what it is that 
the president does, and to make sure 
that it is not “totally lame.” 

Insider Report: Trump  
Furiously Researching 
What the President Does
by Maddy Santos

While some close to the man who will 
soon leader the most powerful nation 
in the world noted that he was dis-
couraged by the strict constitutional 
limits on the powers of the president, 
others close to him were confident he 
would find his way around them.

“Donald Trump understands, re-
spects, and will find a way to sue 
around the constitution,” said likely 
future attorney general, and probable 
target of an eventual war crimes tri-

bunal, Rudi Gulianni. 

“Donald Trump is going to make 
this country great again, whether 
the founding fathers would've liked 
it or not. The progress he  has made 
towards understanding the job he 
campaigned for has been impressive, 
even the liberal media has said as 
much. Just imagine what he will do as 
president,” added Chris Christie, who 
insiders say will  eventually go on to 
claim he was only following orders.
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On November 7 at 4 PM, SGA sent out the official email 
revealing this year’s Junior Ring theme, which is, to many 
people’s excitement, Harry Potter. Some students have ex-
pressed less giddiness than others, as some find Harry Pot-
ter overly hyped and downright obnoxious and not worth 
the bad dreams after seeing Goblet of Fire. But I digress. 
On the other hand, heaps of boys and girls have grown up 
reading the series through countless times and catching 
the movies on their release dates at midnight. Executive 
Vice President Luca Mobilia raves. “I noticed Harry Potter 
wore glasses, so when The Sorcerer’s Stone came out, I or-
dered 10 pairs of glasses from Lenscrafters. I have 20/20 
vision.” 
The most excited about Junior Ring seems to be the Quid-
ditch team. Team member Ben Ginsberg reveals “A lot of us 
are pretty hype for Junior Ring, ‘cause it’s gonna get every-
one all horny for Hogwarts. A lot of us are thinking it might 
be the night.” Upon asking Ginsberg what he meant by the 
night, he replied with a stuttering “Well- uh, I mean a lot of 
us haven’t been so lucky with… yeah.” 
In an anonymous survey, it was revealed that 83% of the 

Junior Ring Is Harry Potter Themed, and The Amount of Quidditch Players  
Who Can’t Get Laid Remains at 83%
by Lizette Roman-Johnston

With Trump Presidency, Test Kitchen Expected to Become Undercover  
Abortion Clinic
by Gill Hurtig
 With Donald Trump winning the national election for 
president this past week, there are soon to be drastic 
changes for the daily lives of Americans. Will all non-Amer-
icans be sent back to their country of origin? Will cocaine 
become legal? Will we have access to drinking water? One 
thing is clear, and that is how unclear all of these issues 
remain. A hot topic is the availability of abortion clinics. 
Some states will completely ban abortions within their 
boundaries. Well Skidmore college is taking action. [Dis-
claimer - The following information is extremely secretive. 
Do not share or publish this information in any Skidmore 
magazine under any circumstances]. 
Yes! The rumors are true. Skidmore’s test kitchen will no 
longer be seen as a completely useless room occupying 
space that could otherwise be used for extra tables to seat 
all those old people on Tuesdays and Thursdays. In fact, it 
will become an undercover abortion clinic. The test kitch-

en is already being praised for its availability. Walking 
in, you will not need an insurance card, or any insurance 
whatsoever. All you need is your Skidmore ID or the $12 it 
costs to get into dhall. At first you might say, is this safe? 
That’s awfully cheap for such a procedure. Well never mind 
that, you will also get whatever food dhall is serving, com-
pletely free with your abortion! If you’ve tried their tomato 
soup and grilled cheese you wouldn’t be hesitant. For many 
single, working, or otherwise busy women, it can be very 
difficult to set everything down and drive to a place where 
abortion is legal. It also costs about $1500 before the ex-
hausting procedure. But with the upcoming opening of the 
test kitchen as an abortion clinic, sources say people will 
happily be driving hours and hours to get their abortions 
at Murray-Aikins Dining Hall. If not for the continuance of 
their already extremely occupied lives that could not by any 
means endure a (or another) child, then for the post-proce-
dural chocolate chip cookies.

Quidditch team has not gotten laid at Skidmore. This sta-
tistic is whopping compared to the percentages in other 
sports teams. For example, only 10% of the crew team can’t 
get any, while 0% of the men’s lacrosse team are sexual em-
barrassments like the Quidditch team. Low percentages 
are most likely to do with (and this is just speculation here) 
the fact that their sports are not based off of literature of 
the fantasy genre. 
In hopes of determining the likelihood of Quidditch play-
ers getting lucky at Junior Ring, we administered an on-
line survey to the entire student population. It had two 
questions: 1) Are you a member of the Skidmore Quidditch 
team, and 2) Does having Harry Potter as the Junior Ring 
theme make Quidditch players more sexually appealing? 
The questions were also accompanied by a few action shots 
from Quidditch games.
The survey yielded no significant difference in sexual at-
traction, suggesting that even a night spent celebrating 
Harry Potter in a crowded room of hot, swaying bodies can-
not get a Quidditch player laid. 
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SAM SUPPOSES

Dear Sam,
I come from a family that is conservative by Skidmore standards, and I am dreading my return 
for Thanksgiving. My uncle loves to talk about how he respects trans people’s right to “choose” 
their gender, and my sister complains that the term “ally” is a demeaning term for cisgender, 
white supporters of most social equality movements. My dad supports protest, but “can’t see the 
point” of most protesters’ “disruptive behavior”. My mom still has a “Support our Troops” bumper 
sticker on her Toyota. Every time I try to bring attention to these problematic opinions, my family 
denies that there is anything to criticize—claims that they are progressive and I am oversensitive. 
At this point, I am tired of discussing it. I want to do something to upset their tastes without giv-
ing them cause to be upset with me. I want to show them just how unprogressive they are, but I 
do not want to come across as argumentative. How can I really stick it to my conservative family 
without giving them anything explicit to complain about?

Thanks,

Rebel Without a Pause

Dear Rebel,
I understand your strife. Oft I wish to dismantle our arbitrary societal structures, but I take 
subtle measures to avoid being branded overzealous. This can be an effective way to con-
front people with their own discomforts; and it does not discredit your authenticity the way a 
researched, articulated plea might. Wouldn’t want to get written off as an SJW. Finding the 
middle ground is all about balancing visibility and countercultural values with popularity. An 
example: choose a weird place on your ear and get a prominent piercing, or choose a nor-
mal spot and get a small gage. When challenged on the decision by your judgmental family, 
reply with a something that forces them to evaluate their conservative opinions like “It’s just 
an earring. Even nose rings are acceptable now.” This offers two unique rebukes without any 
explicit antagonism on your part. You simultaneously imply that your family’s conformist values 
are dated and that you might get a nose ring. Your family will have to sit with both of those 
potentials all night. Alternatively, you could ask your family members to read something about 
America’s unfortunate history with natives, in order to “truly remember” what this Holliday cel-
ebrates. White guilt will prevent them from defending the holiday even as they beg to express 
their American Exceptionalism, and so you can force the realization of these values’ exclusivity. 

I would close by saying that it is often us progressives’ “volume” or intensity that is criticized 
in debates of tradition. To this end, sullenness and silence can be incredible tools of critique. 
Enough cannot be said for the imposing power of silence in a lively conversation. Aloofness and 
moody disinterest will imply to your family the base, simplistic nature of their values. Good luck, 
and I hope these are functional tools in your navigation of this biased world.
Peace on Earth,
Sam
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